Neutrinos propagating in dense neutrino media such as those in core-collapse supernovae can experience fast flavor conversions on scales much shorter than those expected in vacuum. It is believed that a necessary condition for the occurrence of fast modes is that the angular distributions of ν e andν e cross each other. However, most of the state-of-the-art supernova simulations do not provide such detailed angular information and instead, consider only a few moments of neutrino angular distributions. We here propose an efficient method to use these available few moments to search for fast modes in supernova simulations. Our method, which is based on searching for crossings in the angular distributions, can work with any number of moments provided by the simulation though a larger number of crossings can be captured when higher moments are available. arXiv:2003.00969v1 [astro-ph.HE] 
Introduction
Core-collapse supernova (CCSN) explosions are among the most energetic astrophysical phenomena. The explosion is caused by the death of a massive star with a mass larger than 8 − 10 M which runs out of fuel in its core [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this process, neutrino emission is a major effect and a huge number of neutrinos (∼ 10 58 ) are emitted within the time interval of a few (tens of) seconds.
Because their vacuum and flavor eigenstates are not coincident, neutrinos can experience flavor oscillations while propagating. In particular, they can oscillate collectively in the SN environment, due to their coherent forward scatterings by the high density background neutrino gas [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Collective neutrino oscillations is a nonlinear phenomenon in which neutrinos and antineutrinos with different momenta get coupled to each other.
Neutrino oscillations can change the spectra of the neutrinos and antineutrinos and consequently, could remarkably affect the physics of CCSNe. Firstly, it can influence heavy elements nucleosynthesis by modifying the neutron-to-proton ratio. Secondly, it could affect the SN dynamics by changing the neutrino energy deposition into the shock wave. Specifically, in the popular so-called delayed explosion mechanism the SN explosion is aided by absorbing a fraction of the energy of neutrinos emitted from the SN core. Finally, it can modify the potential SN neutrino signal which may be detected on earth.
Although the first studies on neutrino evolution in CCSNe were carried out in maximally symmetric models, e.g. the stationary spherically symmetric bulb model [6-8, 11-13, 13-15] , it was then realized that the spatial/temporal symmetries are not compatible with collective neutrino oscillations in the sense that any symmetries imposed initially on the surface of the neutrino emitter can be broken spontaneously in a dense neutrino gas [9, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Moreover, it has been shown that neutrinos can also undergo fast flavor conversions in dense neutrino media [24, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Remarkably, fast modes occur on scales ∼ G −1 F n −1 ν with n ν and G F being the neutrino number density and the Fermi coupling constant, respectively. Such scales can be as short as a few cm's just above the photo-neutron star (PNS). This must be compared with the traditional collective modes which occur on scales determined by the neutrino vacuum frequency, ω = ∆m 2 /2E, which would be ∼ O(1) km for a 10 MeV neutrino and atmospheric mass splitting.
It is currently believed that a necessary condition (maybe even sufficient in reasonable cases) for the occurrence of fast modes is that the angular distributions of ν e andν e cross each other (assuming ν x andν x have similar distributions) [34, 37] . In other words, fast modes can exist provided that the angular distribution of the neutrino electron lepton number (ELN) defined as [29] ,
crosses zero at some µ = cos θ ν 1 . Here, E ν , θ ν and φ ν are the neutrino energy, and the zenith and azimuthal angles of the neutrino velocity, respectively, and f ν 's are the neutrino occupation numbers where we have assumed f νx (p) = fν x (p).
Recently, several groups have reported the occurrence of fast modes in SN simulations [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Interestingly, it turns out that fast modes can exist in three different regions in the SN environment, namely within the neutrino decoupling region [43, 44, 46] , inside the PNS [44, 45, 48] , and in the pre-shock SN region [47] . Nevertheless, the potential physical implications of the presence of fast modes inside the PNS and in the pre-shock SN region is currently not clear. On the one hand, the ELN crossings inside the PNS occur at the SN zones where the neutrino gas is non-degenerate. This prevents any significant flavor conversions since all flavors have almost identical distributions. In addition, such a high degree of non-degeneracy allows for the existence of rapid conversion modes even without the presence of ELN crossings, as discussed in Ref. [44] . Hence, inside the PNS, fast modes is not the only phenomenon that can lead to flavor conversions on short scales. On the other hand, the ELN crossings in the pre-shock region seem to be extremely narrow and consequently, any fast conversion rates therein can at most be comparable to the ones of slow modes (see Fig.  2 of Ref. [47] ).
Despite the important observation that fast modes can exist in the SN environment, all such studies are limited by one or more of the following factors: being performed in one or two dimensions (Refs. [45] [46] [47] ), capturing only fast modes inside the PNS (Refs. [45, 48] ) or being based on the post-processing calculations (Refs. [43, 44] ). In particular, the multidimensional (multi-D) CCSN simulations providing full neutrino angular distributions, which have just become accessible, are confined to the 2D models and also have relatively low angular resolutions. Thus, it is safe to say that our understanding of the characteristics of fast modes in realistic SN models is still very limited.
In addition, such detailed angular information is not available in most of the state-ofthe-art 3D CCSN simulations due to the unbearable computational costs [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Instead, the neutrino transport is treated by considering a few number of angular moments of the neutrino phase-space distributions. One can, indeed, express the Boltzmann equation in terms of an infinite series of equations for neutrino angular moments in which, the evolution equation of each moment is only coupled to a few of its neighboring moments. In order to reduce the computational cost of solving the Boltzmann equation, one can then employ some algebraic closure methods to close the equations for the first few moments, by assuming some analytical forms for some of the higher moments.
This means that in the moments method, instead of having ELN distribution, one has only a few of its angular moments defined as,
For instance, in the M 1 closure scheme, I 0 , I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are considered in the neutrino transport, out of which I 2 and I 3 are related analytically to I 0 and I 1 [57, 58] . It is of great importance to note that in the moments method, it is not assumed that higher moments are zero or can be ignored. They are, in principle, nonzero and evolve in time since the information can flow from the equations of lower moments to the ones of higher moments, but this information is just not provided in the simulation.
Although a huge part of the angular information is lost by considering only a few angular moments, one can still use the limited available information to assess the possibility of the occurrence of fast modes. This is of utmost importance because the current state-of-the-art 3D CCSN simulations are based on the moments method. It is, indeed, possible to express the criteria for the instability of some of the flavor conversion modes in terms of a few neutrino angular moments [40, 59] . Specifically, in Ref. [48] , the authors indicated that a number of ELN crossings inside the PNS can be captured by using this method.
In this study, we propose a new method to search for neutrino fast flavor conversion modes by analyzing a few neutrino angular moments. Unlike the methods proposed in Refs. [40, 59] which are based on the instability of a few specific modes, our method focuses on looking for crossings in the ELN angular distribution (see Sec. 2). We show that our method is comparatively sensitive to narrow ELN crossings above the neutrinosphere and within the neutrino decoupling region, in contrast to the one based on the instability of the so-called zeroth mode [59] which is mostly sensitive to the widest ELN crossings anticipated inside the PNS. This makes our method significantly stronger in capturing the ELN crossings and the consequent fast modes in the SN environment.
Searching for ELN Crossings
Our method is based on the following simple observation:
Theorem. Let's assume that the ELN angular distribution, G(µ), does not have any crossings. Then I 0 and I F defined as, In order to take advantage of the information provided in CCSN simulations, we choose F(µ) to have the form 2
where a n 's are some arbitrary coefficients (for which F(µ) is positive) and N can be any number from 1 to the maximum number of angular moments available in the simulation. Inserting this F(µ) into Eq. (2.1) results in
a n I n , (2.4) so that I F can be obtained in terms of the neutrino angular moments which are provided by the CCSN simulation. Any sign difference between I 0 and I F for some positive F(µ) in a SN zone would be a definite sign of the existence of ELN crossing at that zone. For example, if only I 0 and I 1 are considered in the SN simulation, then F(µ) = a 0 +a 1 µ, for any a 0 and a 1 for which F(µ) is positive in the interval [−1, +1]. For instance, one can choose F(µ) = 1 + µ or F(µ) = 1 − µ for which I F = I 0 + I 1 and I F = I 0 − I 1 , respectively. If I 2 is also provided, apart from I F 's mentioned above, one can also consider any combinations of a 0 , a 1 and a 2 for which F(µ) = a 0 + a 1 µ + a 2 µ 2 is positive in the interval [−1, +1] 3 . Note that the inequality proposed in Ref. [59] 4 ,
which is based on the instability of the zeroth mode, K = 0 5 , only corresponds to two specific single points in the parameter space of a 0 , a 1 and a 2 with a 0 = 1, a 1 = ±2 and a 2 = 1, which corresponds to 6
In other words, our method offers an infinite number of inequalities similar to Eq. (2.5) to be checked for the occurrence of fast modes. Note, however, that the methods based on the instability of the flavor conversion modes can advantageously assess the possibility of the occurrence of fast modes rather than focusing on the ELN crossings. If higher moments such as I 3 are also available, one can follow the same argument and choose F(µ) = a 0 + a 1 µ + a 2 µ 2 + a 3 µ 3 for any combinations of a i 's for which F(µ) is positive in the interval [−1, +1].
Although one can in principle try any positive function F(µ) in Eq. (2.1), not all F(µ)'s are suitable for capturing the potential crossings in the ELN distribution. For example for the case presented in Fig.1 , in spite of the fact that F = (µ − 0.88) 2 can capture the crossing in the ELN distribution, the functions corresponding to the inequality in Eq. (2.5) miss it. The reason for this can be understood as follows. In order to have different signs between I 0 and I F , F(µ) must be significant for the crossings region (here G < 0) but small anywhere else where G(µ) has significant (here) positive values. This way, the (here) positive peak gets significantly suppressed and also, the crossing region can have a larger contribution to I F . This obviously leads to a higher chance for having a sign difference between I 0 and I F .
As a matter of fact, the functions corresponding to the inequality in Eq. (2.5) are not, in general, the most suitable choices for capturing relatively narrow ELN crossings. Nevertheless, they may be appropriate for capturing the ELN crossings inside the PNS because such crossings are not necessarily narrow (see Fig. 8 of Ref. [44] ). One may equivalently say that Figure 1 . An example of an ELN angular distribution with crossing (blue solid curve) obtained from Ref. [43] , and three choices of F(µ), namely F(µ) ∝ (µ−0.88) 2 (red dashed line), and F(µ) ∝ (µ±1) 2 (black and yellow dash-dotted lines) corresponding to the instability condition of the zeroth mode in Eq. (2.5). Although the dash-dotted lines are not appropriate choices for capturing the narrow ELN crossing and they miss it, the red curve can capture the crossing due to its suitable shape, as it gets larger for µ µ crossing and has a minimum for µ µ crossing where G(µ) has significant values. This shows not all F(µ)'s are appropriate to capture ELN crossings in the SN environment.
the zeroth mode can be unstable only when the ELN crossing is wide enough (at least for nν e /n νe < 1) and in general, it may not be a good measure of the overall flavor evolution of the neutrino gas within the decoupling region. Not only does this Figure clearly show the importance of choosing the right function F(µ) to be applied in Eq. (2.1), but also it provides useful insight on how to choose the appropriate function. Specifically, once I 3 is also available, as in the M 1 closure, choosing the suitable F(µ) could be a little tricky because there are more than one free parameters that must be checked. However, considering the intuition developed here, the most appropriate functions to be chosen are most likely the ones with minima at µ close to one, to have the maximum suppression for the non-negligible positive part of G(µ) (which is for µ 0.8 in Fig.1) .
To demonstrate the practicability of our method, we tested it for some SN realistic neutrino angular distributions studied in Refs. [43, 44] . These distributions were obtained by solving the Boltzmann transport equation (without any flavor transformation) for the fixed supernova profiles taken from the representative snapshot at t pb = 200 ms post the core bounce, of a 2D simulation for an 11.2 M progenitor model [60, 61] . The spatial and momentum resolutions of the Boltzmann calculations were (256, 64, 1) and (14, 36, 12) for (N r , N Θ , N Φ ) and (N Eν , N θν , N φν ), respectively, where (N r , N Θ , N Φ ) are the numbers of spatial zones in the spherical coordinates, and (N Eν , N θν , N φν ) are the number of bins in the momentum space. In this snapshot, a total number of 627 ELN crossings were found in Ref. [43] (white crosses in Fig. 2) .
In order to test our method, we pretended that we have access to only a few moments of the neutrino angular distribution instead of the full angular information, which was indeed provided by the Boltzmann calculations. Although the inequality proposed in Ref. [59] (which corresponds to employing F(µ) = µ 2 ± 2µ + 1 ) can not capture any ELN crossings in this snapshot, one can capture a number of crossings by trying other quadratic F's (using only I 0 , The ν e −ν e asymmetry parameter α, defined as α = nν e /n νe , in the t pb = 200 ms snapshot of the 2D SN model of an 11.2M progenitor model [43] . White Crosses indicate the ELN crossings found in the data and the blue crosses are the ones which were captured by employing F(µ) = (µ − 0.88) 2 , −(µ − 1) 3 , µ and µ 3 , respectively. At this time, neutrinos decouple from matter at radius ∼ 50 − 70 km depending on their flavors and energies. I 1 and I 2 ). For instance, in the first panel of Fig. 2 , we show the ELN crossings which were captured by employing F(µ) = (µ − 0.88) 2 (blue crosses). These ELN crossings, which are 5% of the total number of ELN crossings in this snapshot, are located at relatively larger radii with r 150 − 200 km.
If I 3 is also available, a larger number of ELN crossings can be captured. For example, the ELN crossings captured by employing F(µ) = (1 − µ) × (µ − 0.88) 2 are indicted in the second panel of Fig. 2 . These crossings are located at r 150 − 200 km. By using I 3 , we were able to capture approximately 40% of the total number of ELN crossings in this snapshot.
From these example, one can already observe that it is crucial to consider various forms of F(µ) for having a good chance for capturing ELN crossings in the SN simulations. Otherwise, it is completely possible to miss a huge fraction (if not all) of the ELN crossings. In particular, the information available in higher moments, here I 3 , is of utmost importance. This piece of information is totally useless in the method based on the instability of conversion modes, as can be clearly seen in Eq. (2.5).
In principle, the calculations that employ higher moments can capture larger number of ELN crossings. This simply comes from the fact that if F includes higher powers of µ, it can better capture the details of the shape of ELN distribution. In order to have a better understanding of this, we considered a parametric ELN distribution of the from
to mimic the shape of realistic ELN distributions (see, e.g., Fig. 5 in Ref. [44] ). Such an ELN distribution has a crossing with the width of δ and the depth of h. As shown in Fig. 3 , narrower crossings (smaller δ's) can be captured when higher angular moments are used, provided that they are deep (large h) enough. Although here the narrowest crossings can be captured when I 3 is used, calculations with only I 0 and I 1 can also capture some ELN crossings if they are wide and deep enough. Apart from F(µ)'s that are always positive in the interval [−1, +1], one may also choose functions which are positive only within a certain range, however, provided that G(µ) is negligible within the range in which F(µ) is not positive. In particular, one normally expects G(µ) to be almost negligible in the backward direction, i.e. for µ < 0, above the neutrinosphere. Thus, all F(µ)'s which are positive in the interval [0, +1] could also be used for the SN zones above/within the decoupling region. However, it must be kept in mind that there is some uncertainty involved here because one needs to assume that G(µ) is small enough in the backward direction. ELN crossings captured by two such functions, namely F(µ) = µ and F(µ) = µ 3 are shown in the right panels of Fig. 2 , which are located at r 60 − 90 km. Here, we took the average radius of the neutrinosphere to be 60 km for this time snapshot.
The method we propose here focuses only on the occurrence of ELN crossings in the SN environment and does not aim at studying the unstable modes and their corresponding growth rates. Though having ELN crossing and fast modes are not necessarily equivalent from the mathematical point of view, they are most likely equivalent considering the expectations one has for the shape of the ELN distribution. In particular, one normally expects a single crossing 7 in G(µ) which means that the occurrence of fast modes and ELN crossings should be equivalent [34, 37] . In addition, because only a few moments are available, our method does (can) not capture extremely narrow crossings. This implies that the consequent growth rate of the unstable modes, κ, should be remarkably large, i.e. κ (0.01 − 0.1)µ [44] .
Nevertheless, it might also be possible to make an estimate of the unstable modes and their growth rates by using a few neutrino angular moments. In particular, we observed that a parametric function with the formf
may appropriately capture neutrino and antineutrino angular distributions integrated over 7 As reported in Ref. [44] , there can exist SN zones at larger radii for which ELN distribution has two crossings, one at µ 1 and one at small µ's. However, the second crossing seems to be extremely shallow so that it only slightly modifies the linear stability analysis (at least in the presence of another bigger ELN crossing in the forward direction). 
One can then calculate neutrino angular moments as a function of α and β and use the moments available in the SN simulation to find the best fits for the parameters α and β (for both ν e andν e ). In Fig. 4 , we use the zeroth, first and second moments of neutrino angular distributions to find α's and β's for ν e andν e , and we plot the corresponding G(µ)'s along with the ones obtained from the simulation of Ref. [44] , at two different radii. Although we leave a dedicated and systematic study of the appropriateness of this fitting to a future work, it seems that the function proposed in Eq. (2.8) can be useful in capturing the overall shape of the ELN angular distribution and its potential crossings, though it could have its own limitations specifically at very large radii where the crossings get too narrow.
Conclusion
It is thought that neutrinos can undergo fast flavor conversions in dense neutrino media, such as those in CCSNe, provided that the angular distributions of the electron neutrino and antineutrino cross each other. Nevertheless, such detailed angular information is not available in most of the state-of-the-art CCSN simulations where instead, a few angular moments are considered in the treatment of the neutrino transport. We have proposed a new method to search for fast modes in such CCSN simulations. Our proposed method is based on the information in the available neutrino angular moments and it can use, and work with, as many angular moments as are provided by the SN simulation.
We check the practicability of our approach by employing it to some realistic neutrino angular distributions obtained from a 2D CCSN simulation. In particular, for the snapshot at t pb = 200 ms, we show that it can capture 40% of the total number of ELN crossings when I 0 , I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are all available. This should be compared with the methods based on the instability of the zeroth mode [59] which can not capture any crossing in this snapshot. This indicates the high efficiency of our proposed method to extract the most available information in the neutrino angular moments. We show that this is not coincidental and indeed, can be understood by considering the shape of the ELN distributions expected in the neutrino decoupling region.
Although the occurrence of the ELN crossings is most likely a necessary condition for fast modes, it may not, in general, be a sufficient condition. However, for a physically reasonable ELN angular distribution, it can be also a sufficient condition [34, 37] . In addition, since CCSN simulations consider only a few neutrino angular moments, our method is not aggressive in terms of distinguishing very narrow crossings. Hence, any crossings captured by our method can be expected to result in fast flavor conversion modes with significant growth rates.
While we have utilized our method to capture the crossings in the φ ν -integrated ELN distribution, it can be also used to capture the crossings which may occur in φ ν . To achieve this goal, one just need to modify Eq. (2.1) to
whereG
and F(µ, φ ν ) is a positive function of µ and φ ν . For example, in the M 1 neutrino transport scheme, one can choose F(µ, φ ν ) = µ 2 cos 2 φ ν and so on.
In this study, we also propose a parametric function that could appropriately describe neutrino and antineutrino angular distributions. This way, one can also study the unstable modes in the neutrino gas and make an estimate of their fast growth rates.
Fast modes can also appear in neutron star mergers (NSM) [30] where the neutrino gas can be extremely dense. The method proposed here is not limited to the case of CCSN simulations and can be also used in NSM simulations where the neutrino transport is treated by moments method [62] .
Despite the fact that a number of studies have detected fast modes in CCSN simulations, a comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of the fast modes in 3D SN models is still missing. Our study allows for a more efficient identification of the ELN crossings in the SN/NSM environments and can lead to improvement of our understanding of the neutrino flavor evolution in such astrophysical settings.
